Get the Complete Picture with Movere

Unified Logic’s Movere solution gives large and small enterprises complete visibility and control of their Microsoft licensing and IT infrastructure. Unlike alternative solutions that are cumbersome to deploy and limited in capability, Movere pulls only relevant data from your existing infrastructure and generates full reports based on over 1,000 data points.

Get started in minutes, scan devices in seconds and generate meaningful reports in near real-time. Movere provides unprecedented detail and accuracy.

Movere Delivers Insight in 3 Easy Steps

1. Download Movere via a single zip file. The Movere inventory tool is a compact file (less than 10MB), and there’s no installation required. Movere can be run from any Windows device with the .NET framework. It self-targets where to go to capture the right data.

2. Movere scans devices in parallel, allowing for unprecedented speed and efficiency. As Movere is running, all scan outputs are automatically encrypted, compressed and returned to a folder in the same location from which the solution was run.

3. Once Movere has completed data collection, you maintain control. Either upload manually or upload to the Unified Logic cloud with automation built directly into the tool. Within minutes, you’ll receive remarkably detailed reports about your software usage, network and hardware.


Movere delivers unrivaled visibility and enables you to make the best software licensing and infrastructure decisions for your business.

Unprecedented Speed

Movere knows exactly where to look, and scans up to 1,000 devices per hour. Your custom reports are generated in near real time. Subsequent runs of the inventory scan will automatically de-duplicate, append and update, drastically reducing time required to keep one consistent copy of inventory.

Three-level Security

Movere inventory data is protected from unauthorized access or interception with three levels of encryption (PGP RSA 2048-bit, AES 256-bit and HTTPS communications protocol). Movere creates a virtual clean room, eliminating the risk of human error.

Full Anonymization

Movere’s patent-pending Anonymization enables further protection of all Personally Identifiable Information (PII). In addition to anonymizing user details, Movere can also anonymize computer identifiable information, ensuring that no data points are ever at risk.

Cloud-hosted Solution

Movere’s cloud-based solution means you’re always running up-to-date tools with the most current business logic.
What You’ll Uncover with Movere

Movere gathers over 1,000 real-time data points from sources including Active Directory, Windows Operating Systems, SQL Server and Exchange. Here are some examples of information you’ll see in your Movere reports.

**SAM Tool Interoperability:** Identification of devices your existing SAM tools* are not managing, and augmentation of their inventory data to provide a more complete picture of your Microsoft software deployments.

**Active Devices:** Integration of Active Directory, SAM and virtualization data to provide a single source of active devices within your environment.

**Active Users:** Users linked to technologies used, thus determining CAL requirements for Windows Server, Exchange, Lync, SharePoint, RDS, Dynamics CRM and Project Server.

**Virtualization:** Mapping of physical host to virtual machines for VMware and Microsoft Hyper-V. Reporting of virtual machine migrations and calculation of physical host “high water marks” for Windows Server, SQL Server and System Center.

**Desktop Applications:** Full inventory of desktop applications, including Microsoft Office components and their last use date. Automatic assignment of downgrade rights where applicable.

**Microsoft SQL Server:** Inventory and status of all SQL components, identification of passive nodes, and collection of SQL server usage statistics.

**Microsoft System Center:** Integrated reporting for devices managed by System Center suite components.

**Microsoft Exchange Server:** Sizing of mailboxes, date of last user access, and ActiveSync device mapping.

**Microsoft SharePoint Server:** Listing of websites and site directory. Enterprise enablement and users by site.

**MSDN/Development Environment:** Identification of users accessing devices running Visual Studio. Mapping of all servers accessed by users to facilitate MSDN optimization.

Why Movere Matters

Movere was designed to help IT leaders gain a complete understanding of their infrastructure and make the best software licensing and asset utilization decisions. The comprehensive visibility Movere provides can help you with the following IT deliverables.

- Infrastructure management
- Cloud/hybrid planning
- Licensing compliance
- Security and control
- Cost management
- Expense forecasting
- Privacy compliance
- Upgrades
- BYOD/MDM
- Capacity planning

For more information, please contact our team:
info@unifiedlogic.com

About Unified Logic

Established in 2008, Unified Logic is dedicated to helping businesses optimize their software licensing and IT infrastructure investments. Our team members bring focused expertise from roles at industry leaders such as IBM, Microsoft, HP, Adobe, KPMG, Deloitte & Touche and Peregrine Systems. Our worldwide presence, technical excellence and willingness to go the extra mile for clients have made Unified Logic the first choice in IT asset management.

* Microsoft SMS/SCCM, Altiris, LanDesk, LanSweeper, BigFix, Snow